
MCT-419: FINAL YEAR PROJECT  

The final project is a group undertaking and is meant to let student group create a mechatronic product or application. 

Each group should consist of at the most 4 students. A midterm evaluation will be carried out in the start of 8th 

semester in the presence of all teachers of the department. After the project is completed each group will submit a 

report according to department report/project format. Each group will present its final project.  

MCT-411: INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS  

Intelligent Systems: overview, scope and definitions  

Learning: supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement learning techniques  

Fuzzy-Based Systems: fuzzy relations, inference systems, membership functions, compositions, defuzzification and 

applications  

Neural Networks: perceptrons, feed-forward, back-propagation, learning paradigms and applications  

Genetic Algorithms: genetic operators, fitness functions, selection, crossover, mutation, optimization and applications  

Artificial Immune Systems: innate immune functions, adaptive immune functions, clonal selections, idiotypic 

networks, immune memory, applications  

Probabilistic Reasoning Systems  

Suggested Text:  

1. Learning and Soft Computing: Support Vector Machines, Neural Networks and Fuzzy Logic Models by Vojislav 

Kecman  

2. Neural Networks and Learning Machines by SO Haykin  

3. Introduction to AI Robotics by RR Murphy  

 

MCT-415: MACHINE VISION  

Introduction: what is machine vision? practical applications, fundamentals of digital image  

Basic Machine Vision Techniques: representation of images, binary, gray and color (RGB, CMYK, HSI etc.) images, 

elementary image processing functions (enhancement of digital image in spatial as well as in frequency domain, spatial 

as well frequency domain filtration), degradation model for digital images (noise models – Gaussian, Rayleigh, Erlang, 

exponential, uniform and impulse), restoration of degraded image through the application of various spatial domain as 

well as frequency domain filters, geometric transformations  

Color Image Processing: introduction to color models (space or system), color transformations, degradation and 

filtering of color images  

Morphological Image Processing: set theory behind morphological image processing, dilation, erosion, opening, 

closing, hit or miss transform, boundary extraction, region filling, connected regions, extraction of skeleton, pruning  

Image Compression: data, coding, spatial and temporal redundancy, image information measurement, fidelity criteria, 

image compression models, image formats and standards, basic compression methods (Huffman coding, arithmetic 

coding, LZW coding, run length coding, symbol-based coding, bit-plane coding, and block transform coding)  

Visual Servoing  



Suggested Text:  

1. Digital Image Processing by Rafael C Gonzalez and Richard E Woods  

 

 

2. Digital Image Processing using MATLAB by Rafael C Gonzalez, Richard E Woods and Steven L Eddins  

 

MCT-417: INTRODUCTION TO BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING  

Biomedical engineering overview, anatomy and physiology, biomechanics, rehabilitation engineering and assistive 

technology, biomaterials, tissue engineering, bioinstrumentation, biomedical sensors, bio-signal processing, bioelectric 

phenomena, physiological modeling, genomics and bioinformatics, computational cell biology and complexity, 

radiation imaging, medical imaging, biomedical optics and lasers, brain computer interface (BCI)  

Suggested Text:  

1. Introduction to Biomedical Engineering by John Enderle, Susan Blanchard and Joseph Bronzino  

2. Biomedical Transducers and Instruments by Tatsuo Togawa, Toshiyo Tamura and PA Oberg  

 


